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Direct Hire
Career Evolutions' direct hire focuses on

mid-level to C-level professionals. By

working in partnership with our Clients,

we are able to provide candidates best

suited to the roles, thereby saving our

Clients valuable time and money while

they concentrate on the growth and

development of their business.

Consulting & Temporary
Whether you are looking for a candidate

on a consulting basis or are

considering taking on temporary staff to

aid your business, Career Evolutions is

able to provide experienced, skilled and

vetted individuals who are expertly

matched to suit your recruitment

needs.Learn more

8 Important Articles to Read
Before You Start Negotiating
Your Salary

By Nina Semczuk

There’s nothing like the word negotiate to make

you feel uneasy. You’ve probably wondered how

exactly to confidently enter a salary negotiation

conversation. Maybe you’ve been so nervous

about broaching the subject that you haven’t

even bothered to do it.

You don’t want to be too hard on yourself about

your nerves, but you also don’t want to leave

money on the table either.
 

Because if you want to be competitive in today’s

market, if you want to make what you deserve to

for the work you do, you’re going to have to

learn this essential skill. 
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Resume Services
Julie works with you, rather than

just for you to enhance your resume. We

help you focus on your career objectives,

and clearly and concisely state your

experience and skills in a manner that

highlights you as a valuable addition to

the targeted company. 
 

Contact Julie Kaijser for a free resume

critique. Learn more

Career Coaching
By: Christian Kaijser

 
Answering the question: “Why should I

hire you?”
 

Recommendation: The proverbial elephant

in the room. This is the question that

every employer is thinking, even if she

never asks. If she does, avoid restating

your resume or job history, but rather hit

her right between the eyes with your most

compelling asset(s) that you can offer her

company. You must find a way to answer

this question sometime in the interview,

whether it is asked or not. You can put it

in your closing remarks as the interview

wraps up, or you can weave it into

another discussion.

4 Smart Moves You Didn’t Realize Sink Your Chances in
an Interview
By Sara McCord

You have a job interview coming up for a

role you’re really excited about. So,

obviously, you’re going to do

absolutely everything in your power to

nail it.

Sometimes, however, it’s your very

best intentions that backfire. You

prepare for every contingency—and

end up causing yourself to make

1. Arriving Super Early
I 100% understand the importance of

leaving extra time. I also get the

desire to be in a five-minute radius an

hour early, just because it’ll help

soothe your nerves...

Remember, your interview is a

rehearsal where you’re showing off

what you’d be like to work with. What
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mistakes you would’ve otherwise

avoided.

Here’s the good news: Once you’re

aware of these issues, you can be sure

to sidestep them. With that in mind,

take care to avoid these four mistakes:

would your future boss of colleagues

think of someone who showed up and

asked for attention an hour before

every scheduled meeting? (Odds are

they’d be working on something else,

or not prepared yet, and slightly

annoyed.) Contin...

 Style vs. Salary: Does Your Appearance Impact
Your Career?

By: Sean Leslie

Does how you look influence how much you make?

In June of 2016, Business Insider reported that JPMorgan Chase and Co. had circulated
an internal memo expanding “business casual dress firmwide.” According to the memo,

the change from business formal—suit jackets and ties—to a less buttoned-up
appearance at the world’s fifth-largest bank reflected “how the way [JP Morgan works] is

changing.”

As explained in the Business Insider article:
 The move [came] after CEO Jamie Dimon returned from Silicon Valley, where he met

with companies working on financial technology, cybersecurity, and social media.
Dimon’s observations led him to conclude that JPMorgan’s dress code was significantly

out of date.

Full Story!
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Will Companies Add New Executive Level Jobs?

Executive recruiters have told us that companies are intending to add NEW

executive jobs as part of this upswing in 2017. Our exclusive Executive Job Creation

Index (EJCI) soared in January to a +36. Recruiters are telling us that 4 in 10 companies

are expecting to add new executive jobs in 2017.
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